
Uroflowmetry, Bluetooth® - VBN

Urocap III

URODYNAMICS



SOFTWARE FEATuRES   
& OPTIONS

uROCAP III
Laborie’s innovative Urocap™ III 
uroflowmeter provides accurate 
recordings that are easy to produce 
and interpret. With it’s optional built-in  

technology, the ease and 
flexibility of a wireless connection 
to perform all your Uroflowmetry 
procedures is within reach.

INTuITIVE SOFTWARE
Fully automatic operation, Auto zeros 
when a beaker is placed on the 
dish. Unit starts printing when flow 
is detected and stops when patient 
stops voiding. 

LABORIETM SOFTWARE
Patient studies can be transferred to 
a PC for review and saved. Allows you 
to print on standard letter and A4 size 
paper for easy filing.

SOFTWARE FEATuRES WITH PC
- Batch print.
- Move events by Drag & Drop.
- Cursor.
- Playback.
- VBN - Normal curve Overlay.
-  Change channel order, titles, units 
& scales.

- Liverpool and Pediatric nomograms.

AuTOMATIC CALCuLATION OF 
uROFLOW SuMMARY 
Peak flow, Mean flow, Voiding time
Flow time, Time to peak flow, Voided 
volume.

PRODuCT SPECIFICATIONS  
& OPTIONS

RECORDING CHANNELS 
- Flow: 0-50 ml/s 
- Volume: 0-1200 ml

STAND-ALONE CONFIGuRATION 
INCLuDES:
- Uroflow transducer. 
-  Thermal printer. 
-  Fixed Commode chair or Folding 
commode chair or Uroflow stand 
with 3 castor base.**

- UDS Software & PC connection.**

THERMAL PRINTER
Printout includes area for patient 
name, doctor, clinic, comments, 
gender, date/time, flow and volume 
graphs and uroflow summary. Reprint 
test when finished for multiple copies.  
Customized header with your Clinic 
name and logo can be programmed.

WIRELESS BLuETOOTH® 
CONFIGuRATION
The flowmeter can be placed up to 
30’ (9 meters) from the PC to allow 
monitoring of the Uroflow while 
ensuring patient privacy.

BIOFEEDBACK OPTION
Incorporate the Urocap™ III with 
Laborie’s Urostym™ unit to provide 
flow/EMG biofeedback diagnostics.

uROFLOW SuPPLIES  
& ACCESSORIES

FIXED COMMODE CHAIR
Commode chair and funnel are both 
made of a sturdy PVC material. Light 
and easy maintenance.

FOLDING COMMODE CHAIR
Durable plastic snap-on seat with lid.
White powder coated steel welded 
construction increases strength and 
durability. Comes in a case with 
convenient carry handle, ideal for 
traveling between clinics.

uROFLOW STAND 
The flow stand provides flexibility for 
users who have different UDS chairs 
or tables. It can also be used in a 
standing position for male patients.

FuNNELS
Funnels are available in two (2) sizes 
to accomodate commode chairs, 
uroflow stands and urodynamics 
procedure chairs. Long- and short-
neck funnels available.
 

** Optional
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